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The natural reserve
of Tor Caldara



“Around Rome there is that immense and 
squashed thing that is Rome” (“Attorno a 
Roma c’è quella cosa immensa e spappola-
ta che è Roma”). With these words Pier Paolo 
Pasolini described the desolation of the end-
less Roman suburbs, understood as a “thing” 
without any form or identity. Recently, the 
negative image of the Roman suburbs, with 
special reference to the 10th district (X munici-
pio) of Rome, the only one facing the sea, has 
even increased. Yet the very place where the 
Tiber River reaches the Tyrrhenian Sea (“dove 
l’acqua di Tevero s’insala”, as Dante wrote) has 
played, since antiquity, a role of strategic im-
portance for the development of the Roman 
Empire first and the Papal State later.
With the project “The Heroes’ Shore”, winner 
of the Lazio Region’s call for proposals “Im-
plementation of interventions to support the 
territory for the enhancement of tourism in 
the Lazio Region” (D.G.R. November 3, 2020, 
no. 759 - D.G.R. January 26, 2021, no. 16), the 
association Visit Ostia Antica Aps aims at pro-
moting exceptional places, located a few ki-
lometers from Rome, yet completely forgot-
ten by the great tourist flows. It is within the 
framework of this project, thought to enhan-
ce the historical, archaeological and natural 
heritage of the Latium coastline between 
Ostia and Nettuno, that these four “Arche-
otrekking” are included. Their aim is to offer 
an outdoor experience in which nature and 

culture go hand in hand. They are available in 
both Italian and English.
The area taken into account by the project 
includes more than 50 km of low, sandy co-
astline, characterized by fragrant Mediterra-
nean scrub, where bathing and walking are 
possible even out of season. The Ostia area 
is home to the largest green area in Rome, 
the Pinewood of Castel Fusano, established 
as a urban park by the Lazio Region in 1980 
and now included in the larger national park 
Riserva Naturale Statale del Litorale Roma-
no. Thanks to our “Archeotrekking”, places 
where monumental relics fit casually into an 
intact landscape, little altered by the hand of 
man, come alive again thanks to the stories 
of the men and women who inhabited them, 
leaving fascinating and sometimes myste-
rious traces of their passage.

Lido di Ostia, 25 November 2022 

Enjoy your walk and, most importantly, 
have fun!

Maria Rita Bertoncini
Stefania Gialdroni
Paola Salvatori 

Introduction



The natural reserve
of Tor Caldara

With our fourth Archeotrekking we move south 
along the Roman coast. We are in the Tor Cal-
dara Regional Nature Reserve, a protected area 
located along the coastline from Ostia to Anzio. 
This is an easy trail, suitable for everyone, that 
runs perpendicular to the coast. Shoes suitable 

for urban trekking are recommended. 
Dogs are not allowed because they might di-
sturb the local wildlife. 
Due to some characteristics of the site (presen-
ce of sulfates), special care must be taken with 
children.  
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Technical info
Length of the route: about 2 km

Route: easy
 
Walking time: about 2 hours

Elevation gain: mostly flat

Equipment: trekking or trainer shoes, 
sunscreen, water

How to get there
By car it is recommended to follow the coastal 
road connecting Ostia and Anzio (SP601), the en-
trance to the area is located along Via Ardeatina 
at number 267 in the municipality of Anzio. 
By public transportation you can reach the site 
using the COTRAL Roma Laurentina - Nettuno 
bus line; getting off at the Anzio Via Ardeatina 
Viale Elisabetta stop, the entrance is about a 
200-meter walk away. 
The area observes opening hours, which, at the 
time we are writing this guide are the following: 
Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays from 9 a.m. 
to 2 p.m., so it is recommended that you check 
for any changes before your visit. 

ring route
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Starting point 
The starting point in this case coincides with 
the entrance; upon entering the gate we im-

mediately find several panels that introduce us 
to the rules of behavior and some descriptions 
regarding the flora and fauna of the area. 
We are traveling through the Tor Caldara for-
est, what remains of the ancient Neptune for-
est that until the middle of the last century 
stretched more than 10,000 hectares from the 
Alban Hills to the coast. Today the reserve, es-
tablished in 1988 to wrest it away from unbri-
dled overbuilding, expands for about 44 hect-
ares, to which an additional 100 hectares of the 
so-called “Vignarola” area has recently been 
added, which lies slightly further upstream, on 
the opposite side of the coastal road. 
Holm oaks are by far the most common spe-

cies present today, with over 70%, but this was 
not always the case. Originally this was only 
one of several species present, among which 
we still find turkey oaks, English oaks, elms, 
ashes, and alders.
The current situation, both in terms of species 
but also in terms of extent, is the result of the 
policy of cutting, clearing and reclamation un-
dertaken since the end of the last century. 
We now begin our route by approaching the 
peculiar fountain made of tufa blocks and 
bearing the head of a wild boar, a clear refer-
ence to the varied fauna in the area, and from 
there we walk along the dense path that be-
gins in front of us. The canopies of the holm 

oaks at this point are so thick that they almost 
prevent sunlight from entering, and their stems 
are covered with several species of climbing 
plants, including ivy and ragweed. Along the 
way we also encounter some beautiful spec-
imens of cork oak. 

DEEPENING: the cork 
Although the cork oak is widespread through-
out the western Mediterranean basin, its distri-
bution range is much more limited than that of 
other evergreen oaks such as the holm oak. Its 
best known use involves the production of cork 
stoppers. Botanically speaking, cork is a tissue 
consisting of dead cells that are removed every 
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twelve years from the stem of the tree. 
This fabric has very important peculiarities: it 
is waterproof, it floats, it does not let heat pass 
through, and it is resistant to fungus and mold; 
all characteristics that make it suitable for a va-
riety of uses, the best known of which are defi-
nitely bottles caps and insulation material. 
Because of all these qualities, cork oaks were 
spared from the last major logging in the 1950s.

Walking along the path, we also encounter an 
enclosure with a friendly donkey. Donkeys have 
been used often in this reserve, from the very 
beginning, precisely to keep the area around 
the tower free of vegetation. In the 1990s, the 
parent pair, which was destined for slaughter, 
was spared precisely because of visitors’ con-
tributions. In this way, the donkey is also among 
the species to be safeguarded as a wildlife and 
cultural heritage. 

CURIOSITY: the donkey, a forgotten 
animal 

The donkey is an animal known to man since 
ancient times as revealed by wall paintings in 
prehistoric caves. It was domesticated about 
10,000 years ago and has served its human 
master with perseverance and constancy ever 
since. It is the pack animal par excellence, being 
able to carry as much as 100 kilograms on its 
back; it is widespread in regions with a predom-
inantly temperate or hot dry climate as it can’t 
tolerate a high degree of humidity. 
Today, however, it seems to be no longer so 
essential, and breeding farms are slowly dis-
appearing; from about one million in Italy at the 
beginning of the last century, we now find our-
selves with only a few thousand. For this reason, 
controlled breeding farms for the conservation 

of the species have sprung up in Italy as in other 
countries.

STAGE 1
The ancient quarry

Continuing along the path we meet at a certain 
point a detour on the right indicated by a small 
sign that says “osservatorio”. Let’s walk along it 

and thus arrive at a small viewpoint that opens 
onto the panorama of one of the sulfur mining 
areas known as the “Ancient Quarry”, active until 
the first decades of the 19th century. 
We are in the vicinity of one of the four solfa-
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taras present within the Protected Areas System 
of Lazio. 
At this place we are struck by how the subsur-
face is a living, moving element: the rise of sul-
furous gases is manifested in the typical acrid 
smell of rotten egg that pervades the area and 
also in the seething that is caused when in con-
tact with water. 

DEEPENING: sulfur mining in history
The Apostolic Chamber owned the entire area 
between Anzio and Nettuno and granted, against 
payment, the contract for sulfur mining. 
Furnaces were dug directly into the ground; in 
these the ore was boiled, thus achieving separa-
tion between the sulfur and the raw rock (gangue). 
The ore formed a kind of bread, which was then 
processed in Rome at Castel Sant’Angelo to be 
used in the war industry, in the preparation of 
medicines and for textile dyes including the well-
known cardinal’s red of ecclesiastical robes.

CURIOSITY: what are sulfates?
Sulfataras are volcanic structures related to the 
late manifestations of a volcano, characterized 

by gaseous emissions and hydrothermal phe-
nomena. Basically, a sulfatara consists of water 
with minerals and gases that comes into con-
tact with in magma of an ancient volcano deep 
in the earth. Once it reaches the surface, this 
water releases the gases dissolved in it, creat-
ing the typical “bubbling” and bubbling of water. 
When the temperature is very low, dissolved 
gases evaporate on contact with air, creating 
so-called “fumaroles.” 
Sulfate waters are generally very acidic, and 
sulfur compounds often crystallize on the sur-
rounding soil, originating encrustations of pure 
sulfur and other minerals with a characteristic 
yellowish color.  

After viewing the “Ancient Quarry” you have to 
return to the main path, which at some point 
will descend just where a sign marked “andata” 
is located. 
The dense forest suddenly gives way to a differ-
ent environment, and so we find ourselves inside 
the solfatara we saw earlier from the top of the 
observation point. In this marshy area we find the 
typical vegetation of tife and marsh reeds that 
complement the Mediterranean essences. 

STAGE 2 
The ancient dunes and the cliff 

Continuing along a small wooden bridge we 
reach a very special area, we have now reached 
the “Ancient Dunes.” 

These are rock walls formed by poorly cement-
ed sands eroded by sea winds, dating back to 
the oldest geological eras. Within them are pre-
served very ancient traces of human presence: 
in fact, numerous prehistoric flint artifacts have 
been found in the stratification.  
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CURIOSITY: hymenoptera and 
bee-eaters

Thousands of small holes a few millimeters in 
diameter are visible in the wall: these are the 
egg deposits of small hymenoptera, an order to 

which wasps also belong. 
Higher up, on the other hand, we find larger 
holes, these instead being dug by the bee-eat-
er, a colorful bird that feeding precisely on hy-
menoptera finds an ideal place here.

We continue up a wooden ladder and thus re-
turn to the path in the dense forest. 
Continuing straight ahead the outline of a very 
interesting building will appear in front of us. 
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STAGE 3
Tor Caldara

Just before reaching the tower, a short branch 
off to the right overlooking a viewpoint is marked. 
And here we finally arrive at the tower that not 

only gives its name to this reserve, but is also 
the culmination of this Archeotrekking. From 
this moment on in fact we will proceed with the 
route back to the starting point.   

This is a watchtower built between 1560 and 
1565 by Marcantonio Colonna to defend this 
stretch of coast north of the harbour of Anzio, 

which was frequently undermined by pirate 
raids, especially from North Africa. 
From an eighteenth-century drawing, the tower 
appears to have three floors and a flight of stairs 
to access a raised door. In 1813 it was damaged 
by bombardment by British ships intent on 
forcing a blockade made by the French troops 
occupying the Papal States. Today the tower 
stands 10 meters in diameter and 9 meters high. 
After observing the tower push a little further to 
enjoy the beautiful view that the tower’s location 
assures us, above its 15-meter height overlook-

ing the sea. The view is undoubtedly breathtak-
ing, although we cannot help but notice how 
much cementification has affected the areas 
adjacent to the reserve. 
In the area between the tower and the edge of 
the cliff, a number of wall structures pertaining 
to a maritime villa from the Roman era can be 
seen at ground level, which were located right 
here and distinguish the entire coastline. These 
villas belonged to figures of the urban or local 
aristocracy and are characterized by their size 
and magnificence.
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CURIOSITY: villa of Nerone 
Among the villas in the area, the most famous is 
undoubtedly the so-called villa of Nero. This is a 
coastal villa built around the 2nd century B.C. in 
the area between Anzio and Neptune. 
The villa later belonged to Augustus and thus 
became part of the imperial holdings. The time 
of Nero dates the transformation of the villa into 
the sumptuous residence desired by the em-
peror that was to indulge his desires for luxury 
and ostentation. 
Nero loved to stay there since Anzio had been 
the birthplace of him and also of several of his 
relatives.  

STAGE 4
The cork trees 

Let’s turn back and take a path that winds to our 
right, thus we will reach a forest area character-
ized by the presence of some centuries-old cork 
trees whose branches are characterized by a 
pattern that conforms to the winds blowing from 
the northwest. The particular conformation of 
these branches creates a very evocative, almost 
magical shelter. There are many fruit plants all 
around, including strawberry trees (corbezzolo). 
We now return to the main path and continue 
on our way. 
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CURIOSITY: the strawberry tree
The strawberry tree is a shrubby evergreen 
plant typical of the Mediterranean maquis, 
characterized by exceptionally intense colors 
during Autumn, when the beautiful berries cov-
ered with outgrowths all over their surface, light 
up the bushes with yellow and red. Such fruits 
are edible and can be eaten fresh, in spirit or 
to make jam. However, be careful! The arbutus’ 
Latin name warns us: unum tantum edo, wrote 
Pliny the Elder, meaning “eat only one”! In fact, 
the arbutus can cause even serious intestinal 
disorders in some people. 
Due to the simultaneous presence of green 
leaves, white flowers and red berries, reflect-
ing the colors of the Italian flag, the strawberry 
tree has been considered one of Italy’s patriotic 
symbols since the Risorgimento.

STAGE 5 
Pond 

We will then arrive at a pond, which can be 
crossed thanks to a small wooden bridge. This 

is part of a redevelopment project, on the site of 
a former tailings pond for mining activities, cre-
ated in the 1980s. However, at the time of writ-
ing this guide, the pond is, as the photos show, 
completely dry.
 

STAGE 6
Base Camp 

Continuing on, the path enters into history: 
in fact, in this section it coincides with the old 
drainage canal of the base camp made by 
British soldiers who landed at “Peter Beach,” a 

shoreline between Tor Caldara and Tor San Lo-
renzo, in January 1944. The choice of this area is 
precisely due to the fact that it was not visible 
from enemy aerial reconnaissance given the 
dense vegetation. 
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DEEPENING: the landing at Anzio 
On January 22, 1944, Allied forces landed at An-
zio in what became known as Operation Shin-
gle. The invasion was intended to outflank the 
German defenses on the Gustav Line and aid 
the advance toward Rome. There were 40,000 
soldiers and 5,000 vehicles.  

British forces landed at Peter Beach, North-
western American forces at Yellow Beach, and 
Southwestern American forces landed at X-Ray 
Beach near Neptune. 
General Lucas did not immediately move troops 
inland; this allowed the German forces to organ-
ize their defenses and occupy the surrounding 
hills, from which German artillery could have 
a clear view of all Allied positions. For many 
weeks, a rain of bullets fell on the Allied beach-
head and the port of Anzio. Churchill comment-
ed, “I hoped we were throwing a wild cat onto 
the shore, but all we got was a beached whale.”
On February 22, Lucas was replaced by Gener-
al Truscott. Despite their efforts, the Axis troops 
could not push the enemy back to the sea, nor 
could the Allied troops penetrate inland. 
The stalemate at Anzio did not end until May 18, 
when the Allies succeeded in breaking the Ger-
man defenses at Montecassino, many months 
after the landing began.

 
CURIOSITY: world war II cemeteries

During the famous Anzio landing many young 
soldiers fell in these very areas. If you are in-

terested in learning more about this topic, you 
can visit the impressive monumental ceme-
teries present, among which we would like to 
point out: 
• Beach Head War Cemetery, the British ceme-

tery at Anzio
• WWII Sicily-Rome American Cemetery and 

Memorial, the American cemetery in Neptune
• Deutscher Soldatenfriedhof, the German 

cemetery in Pomezia

Just ahead you will notice at one point on the 
trail a kind of small circular pond characterized 
by the presence of ferns all around; this came 
about naturally from the flooding of the crater 
formed by a bomb explosion during World War 
II, creating a microclimate suitable for the devel-
opment of this tree species. 

As you look around you will notice that human 
intervention in nature is kept to a minimum here; 
Dead wood is left in place so that it can provide 
shelter and nourishment for various animal spe-
cies, thus promoting the natural cycle of plant 
birth growth and death.

It now remains for you to walk a small section of 
the trail that will lead you to the starting point, 
near which you will also find many educational 
panels that will explain in particular the local flo-
ra and fauna with some interesting insights. 
We thank you for following us so far and hope 
you enjoyed this Archeotrekking as well. 


